UNIQUELY

YOU

I would describe my style as classic

with a modern twist.
Valencia Edge, Spring Carnival

10 DISTINCT EDGE PROFILES TO MAKE IT YOUR OWN
1/8" Radius
Full-Wrap Edge

ORA
MARBELLA

- Pencil-line edge creates the authentic 		
look of stone

- Contemporary, postformed
double-radius edge can provide the
“slab” effect of a solid surface or stone

- Full-wrap design wraps around bottom 		
edge for “slab” effect

- Attractive focal point in kitchens
and baths

1/8" Radius Edge

Full-Wrap
Contemporary Ogee

- Sophisticated and modern lines blend 		
effortlessly into the slab-like profile

- Double-waterfall ogee blended with
the sophistication of a full-wrap edge

- Pencil-line edge creates the authentic 		
look of stone

Full-Wrap Ogee
- Dramatic, graceful contoured slope

VALENCIA
BARCELONA

- Great for both modern and
traditional styles

- Stunning rounded profile

NOVA
Waterfall Edge

- Striking edge contours add distinction 		
and flair

- Classic, postformed waterfall edge

- Eye-catching design
with no-drip front edge
- Stands up to everyday life

AFTON

- Sleek styling of a 180° edge

Contemporary Ogee

- Double-waterfall edge is perfect for 		
traditional and modern designs

FUTURA

180° Wrap Edge

- Full-wrap edge design for classic 		
sophistication

No-Drip Edge

CAPRICE

Double-Radius Edge

- 1/2" radius on waterfall edge
and backsplash provides a
contemporary look

TEMPO

Square Edge
- Clean and crisp self-edge profile  
- 90° profile is a timeless original

CLASSIC

My favorite part of this surface is

the gorgeous, contemporary waterfall edge.
Tempo Edge, Elemental Stone

I love the clean, crisp lines on the edge

of this timeless countertop.
Classic Edge, Silver Quartzite

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
VT Dimensions® countertops bring style and durability together in one seamless offering—from the
slab-like core, to the naturally beautiful surface, to the premium edge profiles. These surfaces are
formed as a single piece with a rolled front edge and integrated backsplash to create sophisticated
beauty. We know you need surfaces that stand up to everyday life. That’s why VT Dimensions
countertops resist scrapes, and the seamless edge counteracts the collection of dirt and grime.
Whether you use them as work surfaces in your craft space or as desks for your home office, our
surfaces bring your personal style to every room in the house. At VT, we design every countertop with
your life in mind.

Since 1956, VT has created beautiful doors and countertop surfaces for homes and businesses across the country.
We hope to sustain the success that we’ve had over the past 60+ years by staying in motion and continuing to
manufacture new, innovative products that give our customers more.

vtindustries.com
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